Autumn Term

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Who was Queen Victoria? When
did she reign?

What was the Industrial Revolution
?

What impact did the Industrial
Revolution have on society?

What role did children play in the
Industrial Revolution? What were
children's jobs?

I can place historical events (using
dates) in chronological order on a
timeline in relation to prior events
that we have studied.

I can select and use the most
appropriate source of evidence to
gather information.

History

Question

Skills

Science Y5
Science Y6
Geography

Activity

Week 7

What was invented during the
Victorian era? How did these
inventions change life for people?

I can select and use the most
appropriate source of evidence to
gather information.

I can select and use the most
appropriate source of evidence to
gather information.

I know what the Industrial
Revolution was.

Complete 'What is evolution?'
missing words paragraph with key
Children identify a pair of adaptive vocabulary. Using chromebooks,
traits & match these to a living
research & complete Charles
thing & its habitat.
Darwin Fact File.

I know what impact the Industrial
Revolution had on society.

Using Mr Men characters, children
to select two to cross-breed.
Children to write as an addition
sentence using drawings i.e.
Drawing of Mr Strong + Drawing of
Activity matching one advantage & Mr Clever = Drawing of Mr Strongly
Recap fossilation process one disadvantage to each adaptive Clever. Children show in last
sequence pictures & statements to trait given e.g. bipedalism In small character drawing inherited
correctly order the process.
groups, sorting activity identifying characteristics and write a
Compare diagrams - evolution of
& matching parent/s & offspring of sentence to explain characteristics
certain animals - explain
selective/cross breed .
inherited from each parent.

Match extreme environment
descriptions to environments i.e.
rainforest, desert, mountain, polar.
Match animals to environments i.e.
spider monkey, camel, snow
leopard, polar bear. Then match
animal adaptations to advantages
in the extreme environment.

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question

RE

I can use a range of skills to
communicate comparisons from
different historical periods.

Week 6

What impact did the Victorians
have on transport?

I know what a Victorian school was
I know what was invented during
like.
the Victorian era and can explain
I know the role played by children I know that not all children went to
how these inventions changed life
school.
in the Industrial Revolution.
for people and helped build the
I can identify differences between
British Empire.
it and a school today.
Knowledge
Research the different jobs
Provide children with different
Victorian children did, e.g. chimney
images of inventions and get them
sweep, factory worker, flower
Children compare Victorian
to discuss/predict what they think
Complete KWL grid
Research the development of
seller. Hot seating- children
schools with schools today.
Create a list of positive and
they are and their functions. Share
Children to complete mind map of Research the Industrial Revolution
transport, e.g. steam trains,
pretend to be Victorian children.
Complete a Venn diagram to show
and write a brief paragraph about
negative effects of the Industrial
key information and basic family
bicycles, motor car, hansom, steam ideas and reveal their functions.
Class to ask questions on what
similarities and differerences. Link
key information found.
Revolution.
tree for QV. EXT: Why was Queen
boats. Create a poster to present Find out the dates when they were
their job is like ect. Using images of
to DT - design and create own
invented and by who. Create a
Victoria such a great monach?
findings.
these children, write a sppech
Victorian toy.
timeline to show when different
bubble in which the child explains
inventions were created.
what their job is, what it involves
and how they feel about it.
Activity
How do the life cycles of
What are the similarities &
What are the different ways in which animals can be classified? What
What is the life cycle of a reptile?
How are living things classified into groups? What is the Linnaean
amphibians, reptiles, mammals,
differences between the life cycles factors might be considered when classifying animals into different
Question
How do they reproduce?
system?
insects and birds compare?
of amphibians and insects?
groups?
Use relevant scientific vocabulary
to report on their findings &
Skills
answer questions
I can describe the life cycles of
amphibians & insects. I can
I can describe the life process of
I can describe the life cycles of
describe the similarities &
reproduction in some animals. I can
I can describe who Carl Linnaeus
amphibians, birds & mammals. I
differences between insects &
recognise differences in the length I can describe the different ways
was. I can explain how living things
i can describe the life cycle of a
can compare the life cycle of a
amphibians. I can explain
of time animals are dependant
animals are classified and the
are classified using the Linnaean
I can classify things using the
Knowledge
reptile.
reptile & a bird.
metamorphosis & give examples.
upon parents.
factors that define each group.
system.
Linnaean system.
Sorting activity. In small groups,
In pairs, research a choice of animal use knowledge of animal classes to
from each group (e.g. a mammal, a sort animal photos into groups e.g.
bird etc) & complete 'Top trumps' mammals, birds etc
style cards with following
Choose animal from set given &
Pelanism game to match animal
categories for each animal;
complete sheet to record
group characteristics to categories. In groups - zoo activity - choose
Complete missing information in
fertilsation (internal/external),
own groupings & sub-groupings in classifications under K,P,C,O,F,G,S
In table, record animal catergory
Write notes on each life cycle type life cycle sheets for dragonfly,
Development of offspring
order to classify/organise given
and record the latin, scientific
for each example given & use
(penguin, frog, mammal) Complete newt, frog & butterfly. Complete
(internal/external), Length of
name for that animal. Use
pelmanism game activity to record animals. Record groupings on
Complete sequencing activity for
venn diagram showing similarities Venn diagram showing similarities dependency on parents, length of for each one 'I know this because' diagram. 20 min reading text on
chromebooks to research each
life cycle stages. Write short
& differences between penguin & & differences between amphibians time to resch maturity(adulthood), followed by defining
Carl Linnaeus & the Linnaean
category & create science display
Activity
paragraph for each stage.
sea turtle life cycles.
& insects.
number of young & survival rate.
system.
sheet/poster for Linnaean system.
characteristics.
What are fossils? How can fossils
What is adaptation? Why do plants
give us information about the past?
& animals need to adapt to their
What is evolution? Who was
How have some living things
In what ways do animals adapt according to their habitat? How do these
Question
environment?
Charles Darwin?
changed over time?
How has human intervention affected evolution?
adaptations help with survival in extreme environments?
Identifying evidence for evolution
Skills
from fossil records.
I can explain how adaptative traits
can result in both advantages &
I understand that adaptations can
disadvantages. I can explain how
I can identify the key features of
be crucial to a species' survival. I
I can recognise that living things
human intervention affects
four different extreme
understand that adaptation can
change over time & that fossils
evolution. I can explain how
I can explain how humans have
environments. I can explain how
I understand that adaptations are lead to evolution. I understand the provide information about living
humans have created new varieties created new varieties of living
key adaptations of different
mutations. I can identify adaptive significance of Charles Darwin and things that inhabited the Earth
of living things through selective & things through selective & cross
animals helps them survive in
Knowledge
traits.
his Theory of Evolution.
millions of years ago.
cross breeding.
breeding.
different environments.
I know key information about
Queen Victoria. I know her family
members. I know what impact she
had on Britain during the Victorian
Era.

Skills

Knowledge
Activity
Question

PSHE Y5

can use dates and historical terms
I can make assumption and ask
to critically analyse historical
questions about historical periods
events.
I can based on evidence.
I can select
make assumption and ask
and use the most appropriate
questions about historical periods
source of evidence to gather
based on evidence.
information.

Week 5
Did all children go to school? How
were children treated in school?
How is life for children in school
different today?

How do we show we care for
others? Why does it matter?
I can discuss and apply my own
ideas about ethical questions
and human rights issues: what
is fair and unfair? Why do
people fight and cause pain?
How do we know what is
good? Can people learn to be
more generous?
I know how to evaluate ideas
relating to ethical issues.
l can debate what is unfair and
fair giving reasons for my
arguments.
I know that there is a human
code of living.
Being in my World (Y5)

I can learn from examples of
Christian practice and consider
the challenges of trying to live
a good life

I know that some Bible stories
can relate to everyday life.
I know that other faiths use
their holy books to live by.
I know the rules of living a
good life. (Humanist
approach?)
Being in my World (Y5)

End of unit knowledge- I know
current world views and
issues (debate, research and
evaluate).

Being in my World (Y5)

Being in my World (Y5)

Being in my World (Y5)

Being in my World (Y5)

Week 8

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Knowledge
Question

I can face new challenges positively
and know how to set personal
goals. I know how to use my jigsaw
journal. I know what I value most
about my school and can identify
my hopes for this school year.
Being in my World (Y6)

Skills

I can help others to feel welcome.

I understand my rights and
responsibilities as a citizen of my
country. I can emphathise with
people in this country whose lives
are different from my own.
Being in my World (Y6)
I can try to make our
school community
a better place
.

I can identify my goals for this year,
understand my fears and worries
about the future and know how to
express them. I know how to use
my Jigsaw Journal. I feel welcome
and valued and know how to make
others feel the same.

I know that there are universal
rights for all children but for many
children these rights are
not met. I understand my own
wants and needs and can compare
these with children in different
communities

What is a portrait?How do you
facial
proportions
correctly?
Idraw
can use
a sketching
pencil
lightly
to draw
I know
howantooutline.
draw the
proportions
of a face
and facial
Children
to draw
the outline
of
Queen features
Victoriascorrectly.
face to create a
portrait.

How can realistic facial features be
created?
I can combine
colours, tones and
colouring
techniques
to create
I knowthe
correct colours
anda
realistic
art
piece.
I can
tones
ofto
colour
tocolouring
use
on use
facial
Children
begin
their
coloured pencils
lightly and blend
features.
portrait.
colours.

Design

Art

Computing 1

PSHE Y6

PSHE Y5

I can help others to feel welcome.

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Question
Skills

MFL
MUSIC
PE

I can try to make our school
community a better place.

Skills

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

Lesson 1 part 1 and 2
Lesson 1 part 3 and 4
What
are the
building
high
Say
What
building
can on
be the
found
on
street?
the
high street
un
marche,
un magasin,
un
Know
similarities
and differences
supermarche
between those in France and at
une
poste, une banque, une mairie,
home
une magasin de vetements, une
boulangerie

I think about everyone's right to
learn.

I care about other people's
feelings.

I understand my rights and
responsibilities as a a citizen of my
country and as a memmber of my
school. I can empathise with
people in this country whose lives
are different to my own?
Being in my World (Y6)

I can make choices about my own
behaviour because I can
understand how rewards and
consequences feel. I understand
that my actions affect me and
others.
Being in my World (Y6)

I choose to follow the Learning
Charter.
I understand how democracy and
having voice benefits the school
I understand how an individual's
community and know how to
behaviour can impact on a group. I participate in this. I understand
can contribute to the group and
why our school community benefits
understand how we can function
from a Learning Charter and can
best as a whole.
help others to follow it.
Being in my World (Y6)
Being in my World (Y6)

I can think about everyone's right
to learn.

I care about other people's
feelings.

I can work well with others.

I can make choices about my own
behaviour because I understand
how rewards and consequences
feel and I understand how these
I understand that my actions affect relate to my rights and
other people locally and globally. I responsibilities. I understand that
understand my own wants and
my actions affect myself and
needs and can compare these with others; I care about other people’s
children in different
feelings and try to empathise with
communities.
them.

Which Victorian toy will I choose to
design and create?

Lesson 2 part 1 and 2
give directions?
ICan
canyou
identify
where the adjective
goes in a sentence I can memorise
and present a few different
sentences about the hight street
et, petit, grand, aussi, a gauche, a
droite

I know the popular toys children
played
in the Victorian
era. I
Look atwith
Victorians
toys, explore
can
explain
how Victorian
toys
how
is their
Lesson
2they
partwork,
3 andwhat
4
workpurpose
and whatand
their
purpose is.
function.

I work well with others.

I choose to follow the Learning
Charter.

I understand how democracy and
having a
voice benefits the school
I understand how an individual’s
community. I understand why our
behaviour can impact on a group. I school community benefits from a
can contribute to the group and
Learning Charter and how I can
understand how we can function
help others to follow it by
best as a whole
modelling it myself.

What will my design look like?
What
materials
will I use?
I can
generate,
develop
and
my ideas
through
I communicate
know what materials
are
best to
discussion,
use
when designing
creating
Complete
aannotated
design and
of sketches,
their
toy,
diagrams,
prototypes
and
my
toy.
label with
ideas
and
they
Lesson
3 part
1 and
2materials
comupter-aided
design.
I can
will
use.
are abasic
the
days
ofthat
theisweek?
IWhat
can
give
directions
infitfrench
design
product
for
I can take partpurpose.
in a simple
conversation I can ask for a place in
French

il y a, ici, c'est, au coin

What skills do I need to create my
toy? using multiple
I can make a model
pieces/parts
with
moving
I understand
how
mya toy
works.
element.to
I can
build
frameworks
Children
create
their
Victorian
using
a
range
of
materials:
wood,
toy3using
the
above
skills.
Lesson
part
3
and
4
card, corrugated
plastic. I can use a glue gun with
close supervision.

How well does my toy work? Does
need
tomy
resolve
Ithe
candesign
describe
andediting
explain
idea,
how
it works
and
how
it design
solves the
I know
howany
to faults?
edit
my
to
problem.
I canVictorian
analyse
my
resolve
any faults.
Evaluate
their
toy.design
Does
and
resolve
any
faults.
this toy
work
as intended?
Are
Lesson
4 part
1 and
2
Lesson 4 part 3 and 4
their
any
design
faults or
anything
is the
highadjectives
street
like?
IWhat
can substitute
and
toof
change
on the toy?
Revision
days
qualifiers
into
a sentence
I can
Lundi,
Mercerdi,
Jeudi,
collect Mardi,
and record
evidence
and
Vendredi,
Samedi,
express it in
simpleDiamnche,
terms in
matin,
French.apres-midi, soir, a 10
heures, a 4 heures et demie, tres,
assez

Lesson 5 part 1 A short story: Le
Lesoon 5 part 2
Thomas
Ipetit
can understand
a short story
containing familiar vocabulary I can
match text and pictures from the
story

No new vocab - recap

Lesson 6 - Christmas
Lesson 7 - Christmas part 2
I can listen attentively and
understand more complex phrases
and sentences

Il neige, la foret, une bougie, je
brillr

Autumn Term

History

Question

Skills

Knowledge

Activity

Question

Skills

Y5 Science

Knowledge

Activity
Question
Skills

RE

Y6 Science

Knowledge

Activity
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question

PSHE Y5

Skills

Knowledge
Question

PE

MUSIC

MFL

Design

Art

Computing 1

PSHE Y6

Skills

Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

Week 1

Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
How did housing change in towns
When did the Victorian era end?
Who were the Suffragettes?
What did people do for
and cities in Victorian times? Why
What impact did the Victorian era
What did they fight for and why?
entertainment in Victorian times?
was this?
What
have?
What has been their legacy?
were conditions like?
What is its legacy?
I can select and use the most
I can make assumptions and ask
I can select and use the most
I can use dates and historical terms I can use dates and historical terms
appropriate source of evidence to questions about historical periods appropriate source of evidence to
to critically analyse historical
to critically analyse historical
gather information.
based on evidence.
gather information.
events.
events.
I know when the Victorian era
I know how housing changed in
II know what Victorians wore.
ended.
towns and cities in Victorian times.
I know who the Suffragettes were.
I know how new industries
I can explain what impact Queen
I can explain why it changed.
I know what people did for
I know what they fought for and
influenced the clothes that they
Victoria and the Victorian era had
I can describe what conditions
entertainment.
why.
wore and the materials that they
on Britain. I understand how the
were like in Victorian towns and
I can describe their legacy.
were made from.
industrial revolution had shaped
cities.
modren Britain.
Children to research what
Victorians wore and why? Label
victorian outfits and explain why
they were made out of such
materials. In groups, children to
use materials and fabric to create
their own Victorian outfit.
What are the different ways that
What are the different ways that
plants reproduce? What parts of
plants reproduce? What parts of
What factors might you take into
the plant are used in sexual
the plant are used in asexual
account when deciding ways to
reproduction?
reproduction?
What are the different ways that plants are classified?
classify different plants?
I can use a plant identification key I can record results. i can interpret
to identify different species of
results. I can draw conclusions and
plants. I can gather & record
explain the results using this
results. I can present results.
knowledge.
I can describe asexual
reproduction in plants. I can
identify advantages and
disadvantages to sexual & asexual
I know the parts of a flowering
reproduction in plants. I can
plant & can describe their
explain different ways to make new
I can explain the classification of
functions. I can describe sexual
plants.
living things found in my local
reproduction in plants.
environment.
Identify living things in the habitat
around the school. Chn then
Complete diagram naming parts of
classify the living things & add
a flowering plant - floral dissection.
them to the correct section of a
Complete information cards for the Use a Carroll diagram to sort
Chn to identify, count & record
field guide. Describe each phylum
function of each part of the flower. statements according to whether
numbers of different types of
& class of living thing. Children
Sort pictures & statements to
they are an advantage or
plants in the school grounds
present their field guide to the
match to Insect or Wind
disadvantage of asexual
comapring two contrasting areas e. Plot graph of results & interpret
class, giving reasons for their
pollination.
reproduction.
g. wild area & school field
results.
classifications.
How are plants adapted in different ways to suit their environment?
How do these adaptation help them survive?
How are plants adapted to their environment?
How are plants classified?
To take measurements, gather &
To present results & draw
record results.
conclusions
I can give reasons for classifying
To identify plant adaptations in the To identify plant adaptations in the
plants based on specific
rainforest region. To explain how
desert environment. To explain
characteristics. I can describe how
these adaptations help them
how these adaptations help them
plants are classified using the
survive in the rainforest.
survive.
Linnaean system.
Choose plant from set given &
complete sheet to record
classifications under K,P,C,O,F,G,S
*Literacy link - writing opportunity* Create spider diagrams for
and record the latin, scientific
Write a short report on plant
different desert plants showing a
cacti, agave succulent & common Create bar chart from last week's
name for that animal. Use
adaptations in the rainforest i.e.
diagram & advantages of adaptive plant (geranium) leaf dissection data & record conclusions (with
chromebooks to research each
pitchers, sensitive leaves,
traits.e.g. cactus, joshua tree &
record results (measurements in
links to how these links to
category & create poster page
epiphytes, buttress roots
jojoba.
table)
adaptation/survival)
using Linnaean system.

Week 6

What did people wear?
How was this affected by new
industries?

Celebrating Difference

Celebrating Difference

I accept that everyone is different.

I include others when working.

I understand that cultural
differences can sometimes cause
conflict. I am aware of my own
culture.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)
I can accept that everyone is
different.

I understand what racism is. I am
aware of my attitude towards
people from different races.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)
I include others when working and
playing.

I understand there are different
perceptions about what normal
means. I can empathise with
people who are
different.

I understand how being different
could affect someone’s life. I am
aware of my attitude towards
people who are different.

Celebrating Difference
I know how to help if someone is
being bullied.
I understand how rumourspreading and name-calling can be
bullying behaviours. I can tell you a
range of strategies for managing
my feelings in bullying situations
and for problem-solving when I'm
part of one.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)
I know how to help if someone is
being bullied.
I can explain some of the ways in
which one person or a group can
have power over another. I know
how it can feel to be excluded or
treated badly by being different in
some way.

How does the habitat of a plant
affect the way it disperses its
seeds?

I can explain how the habitat of a
plant will effect the way a plant's
seeds are dispersed. I can describe
the different methods of seed
dispersal.

Group & classify plants depending
on how their seed are dispersed.

To observe closely, gather, record
and present results

Local environment investigation identify plants & record data

Celebrating Difference

Celebrating Difference

I try to solve problems.
I can explain the difference
between direct and indirect types
of bullying. I know some ways to
encourage children who use
bullying behaviours to make other
choices and know how to support
children who are being bullied.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)

I try to use kind words.

I can try to solve problems.
I know some of the reasons why
people use bullying behaviours. I
can tell you a range of strategies
for managing my feelings in
bullying situations and for problemsolving when I’m part of one.

I try to use kind words.

I can understand a different culture
from my own. I respect my own
and other people's cultures.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)
I know how to give and receive
compliments.

I can give examples of people with
disabilities who lead amazing lives.
I appreciate people for who they
are.

I can explain ways in which
difference can be a source of
conflict and a cause for
celebration. I can show empathy
with people in either situation.

I can compare my life with people
in the developing world. I can
appreciate the value of happiness
regardless of material wealth.
Celebrating Difference (Y6)

Celebrating Difference
I know how to give and receive
compliments.

Week 7

Week 8

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

UKS2 Cycle A Spring Term Frozen
Kingdom
- Arctic andQuestion
Antarctic
History

Science

Week 1

Skills

I can recognise changes to the
physcial body and abilities from
birth to old age.

Knowledge I know that we develop the ability
to walk, talk, feed ourselves,
express ourselves, get taller, grow
hair, get teeth etc

Geography

RE

Week 2

Activity
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity

I can name body parts and their
functions

I know the main outer body parts
and organs such as head,
shoulders, arms, chest, stomach,
legs, knees, feet, ankles and the
main internal body parts/organs
and their functions (brain, lungs,
heart, liver, stomach, intestine,
bladder)

Discuss the obvious changes to
bodies and abilities from birth to
old age in groups. Create a
timeline of key phyiscal/learning
events that take place from birth
through to old age (see
knowledge)

In groups draw around one
member on a large sheet of paper
and label all above. Match these
to their job/purpose/role within
the body. Discuss how these
things may change as you get
older eg brain getting larger/more
developed/learning more.

Where are the cold places around
the
polarand
Ithe
canworld?
locate Why
whereare
the
Arctic
regions
soare
cold?
on aregions
world map.
IAntarctic
know the
polar
are
located
KWL
gridon the very top and very
I can useof
a the
range
of resources
to
bottom
Earth
–polar
the North
Explore
maps
to
find
regions.
Who
celebrates
what
and
locate
key places.
Pole, which
is called
the Arctic,
Label
with
key
vocabulary,
e.g. and
Iwhy?
can consider
why
Christians
the Southhemisphere,
Pole, which is
the
northern
southern
celebrate Jesus’ birth: what is the
continent of Antarctica.
hemisphere,
equator and
Christmas?
Imeaning
know in of
detail
Christmas
PowerPoint
1 onthe
key
events
ofstory
the
I know The Arctic
includes
parts
of
surrounding
countries.
and why and
howCreate a
Christmas
story.
eight
countries
– Canada, the
Christmas isthat
celebrated.
I canthe
storyboard
summarises
United States, Iceland,
Greenland,
explain
the meaning
ofSignifucance
key events.
Truth and
Norway,
Sweden,
Finland
and
Christmas;
making
links tobelieev
the
activity
- some
Christians
Russia.
Bible.
story
literally
true,
others
Iteh
know
theisNorth
and
South
Poles
believe
it isn't:
however,
all
are
so cold
because
they they
are the
agree
that
thereaway
is a significance
furthest
points
from the of
The Christmas
Story
torays
theirhave
life. to
Equator
and the
sun’s
Could further
a story ever
be true
travel
to reach
the wothout
poles.
being literally accurate?

How do the physical features of
and Antarctic
differ?and
Ithe
canArctic
compare
the similarities
the polar
Idifferences
know: the between
Arctic is ocean
regions.
surrounded
land, but
thefind
1.
Fact cardsby
treasure
huntAntarctic
land
surrounded by
them
andissort
into
ocean.
Arctic/Antarctica
I can compare the texts in the
I know
that
Antarctica
isthe
colder
2.
Venn
diagramshow
that tell
IChristian
know thegospels
similarities
andthe
than the Arctic
similarities
and because
differences
stories
of
shepherds
and
wise
differences
between
the
stories
PowerPoint
Read
Antarcticais
andThe
the sea
between
thehigher
22.
places
men
at
birth,
exploring
from
theJesus’
gospels.
Christmas
Storywarmer.
from the
makes the Arctic
how they are remembered and
perspective of two of the four
celebrated in a range of
gospels
Christmas- Matthew
festivities. and Luke.

Highlight the similarities and
differences in their versions of
events in two different colours.
Complete the similarities and
differences table and then
complete question on the
impact of this on today's world.

PSHE Y5

Question
Skills

Dreams and Goals
I stay motivated when doing
something challenging.
Knowledge I understand that I will need
money to help achieve some of my
dreams. I can identify what I would
like my life to be like when I am
grown up.

Dreams and Goals
I keep trying even when it is
difficult.
I know about a range of jobs
carried out by people I know and
have explored how much people
earn in different jobs. I appreciate
the contributions made by people
in different jobs.

PSHE Y6

Question
Skills

Dreams and Goals (Y6)
I keep trying even when it is
difficult.
I can work out the learning steps I
need to take to reach my goal and
understand how to motivate
myself to work on these. I can set
success criteria so that I will know
whether I have reached my goal.

Computing

Dreams and Goals (Y6)
I stay motivated when doing
something challenging.
Knowledge I know my learning strengths and
can set challenging but realistic
goals for myself
(e.g. one in-school goal and one
out-ofschool goal). I understand
why it is important to stretch
the boundaries of my current
learning.
Question How do you protect yourself
online? Why is being kind and
respectful online important?

Skills

I know that I can protect myself
through ensuring my identity is
kept private and to trusted
individuals, that my family know
when and what I do online and
how identify online activity that is
suspect or not right and who to
report these to.
I know that kindness and respect
are important online as they
represent who I am and what I
think.
Knowledge I can explain why I need to protect
myself and my friends and the best
ways to do this, including reporting
concerns to an adult.
I can explain the important of
comminicating kindly and
respectfully.

Art

Week 3

Week 4

Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Question How does the human body change as we age?

Activity

Class discussion and thought
shower - 10 minute text

Question

Who is Nerys Levy? Why are they
important within the Art World
and what impact dothey have on
future artists?

Skills

Week 5

Week 6

How do our bodies change for
reproduction?
I can name the stages of
I can describe the changes to the I can explain the parts of the female I can explain the parts of the
growth/development/ageing from male and female body during
reproductive system
male reproductive system
birth to old age. I can use the
puberty
correct scientific language for
body parts linked to puberty.

I know who Alan Emtage- Archie
is.
I know who Larry Page and Sergey
Brin is.
I know the significance of search
engines and how they are used
now.
I know the siginifcance of the
franchise 'google.

I know how to present information
about a topic in an effective
manner to inform others, including
parents and my class mates.
I know how to use Microsoft
Powerpoint, Mirosoft Word, Paint
and Google Docs.

Design

MFL

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question All About Ourselves

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

How does the environment of
Earth compare to that of other
planets &
inrecord
our solar
system?
Why is
Gather
data
and results
Earth
a suitable
environment
for
of
increasing
complexity,
selecting
plant
& reproduction?
from agrowth
range of
methods (scientific
diagrams, labels, classification
keys, tables, graphs and models).

Why do the planets orbit the
What are the different phases
sun? How and why do the orbits of the moon? What causes a
of the
different
planets in our
lunar eclipse? How does the
Use
relevant
scientific
solar systemtodiffer?
is the elliptical orbit of the moon
vocabulary
reportWhat
on their
universe?
findings, answer questions and change its appearance from
Earth?
justify their conclusions based

What is gravitational pull? How
does gravity affect our solar
system?
Howscientific
does gravitational
Use
relevant
vocabulary
pullreport
from on
thetheir
moon
affect the
tide
to
findings,
answer
on
Earth? and justify their
questions

How is a year calculated? What causes
the seasons? What is a solar eclipse?
What causes
thevalidate
Northern
Lights?
What
Report
on, and
their
findings,
is Globalquestions
warming?and justify their
answer

on evidence collected, identify
improvements, further
questions & predictions.

conclusions based on evidence
collected, identify improvements,
further questions & predictions.

I know what technology has had an
impact on human life
I know how technology has
developed over time.
I know how technological
developments have
improved/impacted the world

I know how it can be used or
misused.
I know who makes/maintains
websites.
I know how to identify a
trustworthy website

I know my rights when online

I can research and identify
technology from around the world
I can identify how technology has
developed over a period of time
I can research technological
develoments

I can identify the differences
between www and the internet.
I can access the world wide web
and use a range of websites for
a purpose

I know how to use the world wide webI
can discuss my rights when online.
I can stay safe online

Link to technological
developments during geographical
context topic. Also focus on
website search development from
mobile devices now. Discussion
and possible poster.

Use of www for a range of
purposes, including
understanding how different
websites are used for different
elements. Focus on use of
search engines and how to
narrow searches. Understand
the 'trusted connection' and
'verification' symbol of the
taskbar to understand a website
is secure.
What will the message behind
your art be?
What materials will you need?
How will you construct it?

Create poster of staying safe online,
summarising and using all prior learning
from unit.

Healthy Me
I know how to keep calm and deal with
difficult situations.

I know what makes a healthy lifestyle
including healthy eating and the choices I
need to make to be healthy and happy. I am
motivated to keep myself healthy and
happy.
Healthy Me (Y6)
I know how to keep calm and deal with
difficult situations.

I can recognise stress and the triggers that
cause this and I understand how stress can
cause drug and alcohol misuse. I can use
different strategies to manage stress and
pressure.

How is ithe WWW used/misused?
Who makes/maintains websites?

I can explain what the world wide web is and how it can be used.
I can identify the maker of a website and know who maintains the website.
I can name the significant person
I can explain why they are
significant
I can identify what types of
technology are used for
I can explain the significance of
this person and their invention
and the impact it has on the
world.
I can identify how technolcogy
has adapted because of a person
10 minute text, class assembly,
during research using search
engines for topic

I can use the skills I have already
developed to explore content.
I can select, use and combine the
appropriate technology tools to
create different effects.
I can present data in an appropriate
way.
I can search a database using
different operators to refine my
search.
Develop use of Microsoft Word to
edit and present information
appropriately for a given task.

I know what the world wide web is.
I know how it can be used or misused.
I know who makes/maintains websites.

Why did the artist create the
scuplture?
What is the message behind it?
Create a colour pallette based
upon colours observed in the
natural or built world according to
topic.
Combine colours, tones and tints
to create mood.

Share lots of examples of Nerys
Levy's work. Discussion about what
we think she had been influenced
by, what we notice about her style.
Is there a message behind her art?
Chn to create a scrap book style
page all about Levy's work.
Compare similarities and
differences of her work.
Her belief/ style is to go to places
and create art work there and
then. Take chn outside and with a
time limit similar to in Antarctica,
each child with a water colour
pallette must create a sketch and
painted image of a scene.

Week 8

methods, opinions and conclusions, and
use their results to suggest
improvements to their methodology,
separate facts from opinions, pose
further questions and make predictions
for what they might observe.
fertlization, Infancy, childhood,
I know puberty begins between
I know that the female body
I know that the male body
I can explain that Earth’s qualities I can describe celestial
I know the phases of the moon. I know that gravity is central to all I know that the Earth takes a year to
puberty, young adult, middle
8-14yrs. I know that both sexes produces eggs as part of the
produces sperm as part of
as a planet mean it is able to
relationships (sun, moon, Earth I can explain what causes a
celestrial motion.
make one complete orbit of the sun,
aged, old age. Vagina, ovary,
experiece hormones which cause reproductive system. I know that
the reproductive system. I
support living organisms.
& other planets) and
lunar eclipse. I know the
I can explain how/why the planets spinning as it goes.
fallopian tube, womb/uterus,
changes in the body (estrogen
menustration is the process the
know that sperm lives in a
understand related vocabulary appearance of the size &
in our solar system orbit the sun.
I can explain how the Earth’s orbit
breasts, menstruation, pubic hair, and testosterone). I know that
female body goes through to
substance called semen. I
terminology e.g. orbit, spherical, position of the moon relates to I know that the gravity of the moon causes seasons.
larynx, penis, testis, scrotum,
both sexes experience body
produce, release and remove an
know the parts of the male
heliocentric I can use terms such its elliptical orbit.
is weaker than on Earth.
I can explain how a solar eclipse
sperm, ejaculate, erection
odour/more sweat, hair growth, egg within the reproductive system. reproductive system such as
as planets, solar system, sun,
I know how the moon influences
happens.
pubic hair, getting taller, etc. I
I know the parts of the female
testis, scrotum and penis.
moon, rotate, orbit, spherical
the tides.
I know how the Northern Lights occur.
know that girls develop breasts reproductive system including
bodies appropriately when
I know what global warming is & its
and begin to menstruate. I know ovaries and fallopein tubes. I
describing the Earth, sun, moon
effects.
that boys penis, testis and
understand what a period is, why
& other solar system bodies. I
scrotum grow, and they
females have these and how to
understand that the universe is
experience erections and
deal with these.
made up of many solar systems.
wetdreams.
I know the relative movement
speed of different planets
around theofsun.
Talk through the stages of human Label diagrams of changes to
Discuss the word reproduction and Compare changes between *Earth pp
*Carousel
activities – AR tour, *Create moon phases wheel dial Interpret data – planets mass and Research how is global warming
development using the key
both male and female bodies.
links back to previous science unit boys and girls within a venn *Earth documentary clip?
etc*Line graph showing the
*Moon phrases song
gravitational pull – identify
affecting the Earth? Compare different
knowledge timeline. Discuss with Show PPT with additional
living things inc anumals and
diagram. Look at puberty for *Reading comprehension
relationship between the
correlations between the mass of viewpoints – analyse evidence from
children where they think they
information on all of above
humans.Discuss what chidlren
boys again with specific
*Write short explanation
distance from the sun and the
the planet and the amount of
video clips, articles etc – form own
are on the timeline? What are
already know/understand about
focus on changes to penis,
paragraph as to why plants cannot time it takes for the planet to
gravitational pull it has
opinions backing up with evidence.
the differences between
menstruation/periods. Look
scrotum and testis. (PPT)
reproduce naturally in space or on complete an orbit around the
Write non-chronological report on
childhood and puberty? What are
through the PPT on periods and
Label male reproductive
any other planet in our solar
sun. Book – Is a blue whale the
global warming.
the rules for discussing puberthy?
explain how the process of
system. Use this to explain
system except Earth.
biggest thing there is?
N.B. Greta Thunberg speech
Create a list of rules before
menstruation works. Children to
where sperm is created and
begining. Share and discuss the
label the diagram of the female
stored. Erections.
science language above - what
reproductive system.
Ejactulation. etc
language/words do we/have we
used at home for these?
Reinforce use of the correct
words and create vocabularly list.
What is a glacier?
How do people use natural
How do people use natural
Who was Ernest Shackleton? Who was Ernest Shackleton? Why What are the consequences of How can we reduce our impact Why do people continue to
Why do people visit the polar regions?
the physical
features of Iresources
to survive
in the place
to survive
in the place we Why was he important and Iwas
and
what impact
activity
for our planet?
individuals
and communities?
the environment?
IHow
can have
compare
the characteristics
can explain
the challenges
of
Iresources
can compare
the human
canhe
useimportant
8 points of
a compass
to Ihuman
can identify
evidence
of
Iascan
identify ways
to reduce my Idamage
can debate
reasons for and
the
polar
regions
changed
we
areinhow
studying?
are
studying?
did hewas
have?
did he have?
What
be
theineffects
ofof
How
can
we look
How
can
weconsequences
reduce
ourAntarctica.
impact
as I know the consequences of human
different
countries
and in the Iliving
certain
locations.
of different
regions. Iwhat
describe
Shackleton's route on his Iclimate
change
the polar
tourists
visiting
Iof
know
what
a glacier
is.
know
humans
and animals Icharacteristics
know
the difference
between
knowimpact
Shackleton
a
knowwill
the
consequences
Icarbon
know
3footprint.
ways
thatafter
I canour
look
Iagainst
know
the
of human
last
50 years?
isliving
the difference
between
climate activity
change?on the polar
environment
and why do
we
individuals
andpolar
communities?
some
of glaciers
these
identify
how
animals
and plants Inuit
IWhat
can life
explain
the
challenges
expedition
regions.
Iunderstand
know
how how
climate
change
keep
warm.
people
inArctic.
the
Arctic
toof living Explorers
polar explorer
who led
human
after
the
environment
reduce
activity
onabout
the
regions.
activity
on thedesign
polar aregions.
Share
information
about
Animals
and their
adaptations.
in the
and Ernest
Ernest
Shackleton- map plotting.
Videos/photographs
showing
Using
learning
from thistolesson
A
debate
tourism
in
Small
groups
holiday to
people
living
in the Arctic
people
continue
to if my
need to do footprint.
this?
Should tourists be allowed to visit
aspectsofglaciers.
have
over time.
adapted
to suit
their
in
certain
locations.
I canShackleton's
use 6 figure grid
IWhy
can do
explain
what
will happen
affects
Iare
know
the only
land
animals
Antarctica.
expeditions to the South
regions.
Video
how changed
glaciers move
and
Exploration:
Fact
cards
aboutin
1.
Recap
countries
included
Shackleton.
Plot
routereferences
to get to
impact
of climate
change
on the andcarbon
previous lesson, children
Antarctica: Should tourists be
Antarctica using Chrome Books to
In
what ways
are places
of in
compared
to
Antarctica?
damage
the
environment?
Antarctica?
environment
in
different
ways
when
looking
at
his
expedition
we
continue
to
damage
our
I know
theare
world's
largest glacier different
AntarcticaArctic
are insects.
I knowCircle.
there
is no indigenous
Pole.file
He all
made
many
I knowinthe
consequences
if we allowed to visit Antarctica?
created.
animals
and chn worship
Arctic
about
regions.an enquiry into
work
small
groups to produce
research. Brief set on Discover
important?
Ihow
can they
compare
the texts in the
I can explore
and
respond
IFact
can relate
the meanings of the South Pole on a map.
Ipolar
can pursue
What are
the
similarities
and
I can
and analyse
that
adaptation
may
lead
world. using cubes of ice in
is
thecollect
Lambert-Fisher
Glacier in
Iand
can
name
5 animals
thatthey
live to
in 2.
people
in an
Antarctica
but there
important scientific
reduceinforming
our carbon
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/10to
discuss
what
features
Create
information
page is
Shackleton?
Example
adon't
TV advert
people of
Antarctica website.
Christian
that tell
thoughtfully
to the
spiritual
symbols
and
actionsChristian
used in I know that there are different
places
of worship
and
Iinformation
know thegospels
similarities
andthe
I know and can
explain
that
know the
Islamic,
Ilocal
know
that there
are different
End of unit knowledge- I know
differences
between the lives of the Idiscoveries
evolution
Antarctica. in order to compare have
the
Arctic. makes them suited
the
Arctic.
and
set a out
record
footprint.
things-glaciers/
about
Inuit life (the Nenet People) worship
Storyboard
mapping
salt water to model how
seathe
consequences of climate
Present back to the rest of the class and
stories
of shepherds
and
wise of Collection
pathswhich
ofofMuslims,
Hindus
or to Look
tolook
events
and
(The
differences
between
the
stories
people
different
faiths
and
Jewish
symbols
used
in
beliefs
about
worship.
beliefs
about
worship.
why
there
are
symbols
Inuit
and
someone
in
the
UK?
PowerPoint
3
Further
analysis
of
10
minute
texts
at
the
places
of
worship
for
Symbolsat
the
symbols
3
way
venn
diagram
comparing
Local
place
of
worshipSplit
Presentation
to
the
rest
of
the
and draw conclusions
aboutof
I can
how animals have
by coming
even closer
to
Matching
activity
onexploring
types
to
theexplain
environment.
either using Chrome Books or as a teachings
what
happened
during
thethe
levels areof
rising.
(STEM booklet)
change and how they can
vote for winning team. Include
men
at
birth,
how learn
Buddhists
including
celebrations
from the
religions
philosophy
from
theJesus’
gospels.
celebrate
festivals.
End
of unit
worship.
Imethods
know
there
are with
questions
to
and can
explain
theinformation,
meaning
Why do people
migrate?
What is
Luke
and
Matthew
and
how one
about
andtheir
discuss
Judaism,
Islam and
Christianity.
for
each
religion.
Sort
beliefs about worship for each
class
into
3 each
a for
different
class
of last
week's
locations
around the
world.
adapted
to suit
coldthe
South
Pole
than before.
glaciers.
Look
at key
words:
hibernation,
handwritten factfile.
3rd
reduce their carbon footprint.
information about how the holiday
they areon
remembered
and
and festivals,
using
a range
of
theyexpedition
study
children
can bemy
used
knowledgeI know
the
main
ask
toof
further
behind them.
the impact
ofinformation PPTs,
focuses
the more powerful
follwing
festivals:
Eid,
Using
Twinkl
pictures
into
a table ofhis
religion
place
worship
in effectively including
symbols included in
habitat. religious
In his third
expedition
Fill in the blank/
sequencing
migration,
resident animal,
keeps carbon footprint low/ is
celebrated
a range
of Christmas
sources
of wisdom.
here.)
celebrations
understanding.
know howtoto
immigration/emigration?
aspects andinsymbols,
and
the
Divali, Buddha
Day and
make
notes on A3 sheets of key
different
symbols and
chn to
Sheffield/South IYorkshire
their studied place. During
ship The Endurance
became
activity to show how glaciers are evolve.
enviornmentally friendly.
festivities.
for Christianity,
Islam andwill
remain respectful
other places emphasis on the
Hannukah.
2D questions
facts of each place of worship
make
a note
each He
of
research
into usingwhen
the Chrome presentations, chn to record 2
trapped
in iceunder
and sunk.
formed.
Investigation: Make blubber
Judaism, and
use evidence
to
carrying out my enquiry.
poor and vulnerable. Examine
encourage
children
to respond
(encourage chn to make clear notes what
it means.
Books.
things they've learnt, 1 positive
and his
men survived in
gloves and investigate how
explain my knowledge
how some Christians take the
thoughtfully.
and include key words).
Chn then design
their2own
of the presentation and 1
Antarctica
for nearly
years
blubber keeps animals warm.
story literally, whilst others feel it
Team quiz, including key features of symbol
to
represent
improvement
for
next
time.
before eventually returning
is metaphorical. Complete Venn
the different places of worship, and to
important
safety. things in their
diagram activity and
chn have got to identify which
lives including people, pets,
interpretation activity through
place of worship they belong in.
hobbies or faith.
vocan e.g. greed etc.
Dreams and Goals
Dreams and Goals
Dreams and Goals
Dreams and Goals
Healthy Me
Healthy Me
Healthy Me
Healthy Me
Healthy Me
I work well with a partner or in a I have a positive attitude.
I help others to achieve their goals. I am working hard to achieve I have made a healthy choice.
I have eaten a healthy, balanced I have been physically active.
I have tried to keep myself and
I know how to be a good friend and
group.
my own dreams and goals.
diet.
others safe.
enjoy healthy relationships.
I can identify a job I would like to I can describe the dreams and
I understand that communicating
I can encourage my peers to I know the health risks of smoking I know some of the risks of
I know and can put into practice I understand how the media, social I can describe the different roles food
do when I grow up and
goals of young people in a
with someone in a different culture support young people here and can tell you how tobacco
misusing alcohol, including anti- basic emergency aid procedures media and celebrity culture
can play in people's lives and can
understand what motivates me
culture different to mine. I can
means we can learn from each
and abroad to meet their
affects the lungs, liver and heart. I social behaviour, and how it
(including recovery position)
promotes certain body types. I can explain how people can develop eating
and what I need to do to achieve reflect on how these relate to my other and I can identify a range of aspirations, and suggest
can make an informed decision
affects the liver and heart. I can and know how to get help in
reflect on my own body image and problems (disorders) relating to body
it. I appreciate the opportunities own.
ways that we could support each
wats we might do this, e.g.
about whether ot not I choose to make an informed decision
emergency situations. I know
know how important it is that this image pressures. I respect and value my
that learning and education are
other. I appreciate the similarities through sponsorship. I
smoke and know how to resist
about whether ot not I choose how to keep myself calm in
is positive and I accept and respect body.
giving me and understand how
and differences in aspirations
understand why I am
pressure.
to drink alcohol and know how emergencies.
myself for who I am.
this will help me to build my
between myself and young people motivated to make a positive
to resist pressure.
future.
in a different culture.
contribution to supporting
others.
Dreams and Goals (Y6)
Dreams and Goals (Y6)
Dreams and Goals (Y6)
Dreams and Goals (Y6)
Healthy Me (Y6)
Healthy Me (Y6)
Healthy Me (Y6)
Healthy Me (Y6)
Healthy Me (Y6)
I work well with a partner or in a I have a positive attitude.
I help others to achieve their goals. I am working hard to achieve I have made a healthy choice.
I have eaten a healthy, balanced I have been physically active.
I have tried to keep myself and
I know how to be a good friend and
group.
my own dreams and goals.
diet.
others safe.
enjoy healthy relationships.
I can identify problems in the
I can work with other people to I can describe some ways in which I I know what some people in I can take responsibility for my
I know about different types of I understand that some people I know why some people join gangs I understand what it means to be
world that concern me and talk to help make the world a better
can work with other people to help my class like or admire about health and make choices that
drugs and their uses and their
can be exploited and made to
and the risks this involves. I can
emotionally well and can explore
other people about them. I
place. I can empathise with
make the world a better place. I
me and can accept their
benefit my health and well-being. I effects on the body particularly do things that are against the
suggest strategies someone could people’s attitudes towards mental
recognise the emotions I
people who are suffering or who can identify why I am motivated to praise. I can give praise and am motivated to care for my
the liver and heart. I am
law. I can suggest ways that
use to avoid being pressurised.
health/illness. I know how to help
experience when I consider
are living in difficult situations.
do this.
compliments to other people physical and emotional health.
motivated to find ways to be
someone who is being exploited
myself feel emotionally healthy and can
people in the world who are
when I recognise their
happy and cope with life’s
can help themselves
recognise when I need help with this .
suffering or living in difficult
contributions and
situations without using drugs. .
situations.
achievements.
Who was Alan Emtage-Archie? How can I use multimedia and
What is technology and the impact
What is the world wide web and
What are your rights when online?
first search engine
presentation software to present
it has on human life?
how is it used/misused? Who
Who was Larry Page and Sergey
information to inform? Which
How has technological developed
makes and maintains websites?
Brin? - google
software can I use to achieve this?
improved/impacted the world?
How can you identify a trust
Why were they imortant and
worthy website?
what impact did they have?

Create a colour pallette based
Choose a style of drawing
upon colours observed in the
suitable for the work e.g.
natural or built world according to realistic/ impressionistic.
topic.
Combine colours, tones and tints
to create mood.

Choose a style of drawing suitable
for the work e.g. realistic/
impressionistic.

Colour- explore primary,
secondary and tertiary colours.
Explore- tone, tint and shade.
Teach actual powder paint skillshow to use, how to make paint,
ways to look after equipment etc.
Chn to then apply skills to create
different tones, tints and shade
using the base colour blue.

Chn choose a landscape of an
Antarctic scene, split into a grid.
Chn choose a different square at a
time and using the powder paint
skills from the previous lesson,
recreate the colours they can see.

Chn explore with shape and
angles (drawing) based on the
landscapes they chose in the
previous lesson- see ice form
works.
How do these fit together?
Explore specifically Levy's use of
block shapes.

Begin final art piece based on the
chosen Antarctic landscape. Begin
with background (with an initial
practise on making and blending
colours).

What are you doing today?

What are you wearing?

How are you feeling today?

How can we join the materials
to form a structure?
Will we need a framework?

What are some of the websites that we have been using? What other companies or organisations have websites? Discussion - how can websites present data incorrectly?

Show life-like qualities and reallife proportions or if more
abstract provoke different
interpretations. Use tools to
carve and add shapes, texture
and pattern. Combine visual and
tactile qualities. Use
frameworks such as wire or
moulds to provide stability and
form.

Knowledge Nerys Levy's work is largely
Her philosophy shows itself in her Her philosophy shows itself in her
inspired by her on site drawings
landscape art, which is all washes landscape art, which is all washes
and paintings from all over the
of blues, grays and greens.
of blues, grays and greens.
world.
In December 2007 Levy visited the
Antarctic Peninsula and in July
2009 she worked in the Norwegian
Arctic.
Activity

Week 7

Links-

Foreground and evaluate.

The WEEE man, designed by Paul
Bonomini, is a huge robotic figure
made of scrap electrical and
electronic equipment. It weighs 3.3
tonnes and stands seven meters
tall – representing the average
amount of e-products every single
one of us throws away over a
lifetime.
Share information together about
the WEEE man, why it was created
and what the message behind it is.
Chn create a mood board/
information page.

Getting To Know You

WEEE boy' exploration- Chn
given a range of recycled
materials to explore with. They
must work out how they can
connect/ shape them. Once
they've finished exploring, chn
to reflect on what they've
learnt.

Sculpture design/ plan- Based
on last lesson's findings, chn to
decide what message they
would like their WEEE 'boy' to
represent and plan materials
they need, how they will
construct it etc.

Make

Evaluate

MFL
Skills

To listen attentively to spoken
language
and show understanding by
joining in and
responding in the context of
parts of the body.
I can demonstrate my listening
skills by
showing I have understood
spoken language.

Knowledge I can name different parts of
/vocabular the body.
y
I can join in or respond when

someone speaks
to me. les cheveux (m) [hair],
les dents (f) ) [teeth],
lèvre (f) [lip], langue (f)
[tongue], joue (f)
[cheek], menton (m) [chin], cou
(m) [neck],
poitrine (f) [chest], dos (m)
[back], ventre (m)
[tummy/belly], doigt (m)
[finger], pouce (m)
[thumb], orteil (m) [toe],
derrière (m) [bottom],
voici [this is], corps (m) [body],
visage (m)
[face].

MUSIC

I can describe myself. I can put
the adjective after the noun. I
can make the noun and
adjective ‘agree’. I can make an
adjective plural if necessaryTo
describe people, places, things
and actions
orally* and in writing in the
context of
describing yourself.
I can order a sentence
correctly.
I can adapt my words according
to grammar
rules..

I can ask what someone is doing
I can say what someone is doing
I can identify a range of verbs
To speak in sentences, using
familiar
vocabulary, phrases and basic
language
structures in the context of
activities in the
classroom or around school.
I can apply my sentence structure
knowledge
and vocabulary to hold short
conversations.

I can describe myself.
I can put the adjective after the
noun.
I can make the noun and
adjective ‘agree’.
I can make an adjective plural if
necessary.les cheveux [hair],
long(s) [long], court(s)
[short (length)], mi-long(s)
[medium/average],
raides [straight], bouclés
[curly], ondulés
[wavy], blonds [blonde],
châtains [chestnut
brown], roux [ginger], noirs
[black], les yeux
[eyes], bleu(s) [blue], vert(s)
[green], brun(s)
[brown], gris [grey], violet(s)
[violet], adjectif
[adjective].

Qu’est-ce que tu fais ? [What are
you doing?],prends [take],
cherche [look for], ouvre[open],
ferme [close], range [tidy],
ramasse[gather/collect], écris
[write], lis [read], aide[help],
croise [fold/cross], pose [put
down/
place], tends [stretch], lève
[raise/lift], ami (m)
[friend], phrase (f) [sentence].

Question

How does this song make you feel? What does this song make you
think of?
I can identify the purpose of the
I can identify the elements of
Music
Music in different pieces of Music
and compare similarities and
differences.
Knowledge I know how to identify a piece in a I know how to describe the main
Pop style.
elements of music.
Skills

PE

Question

Skills

Can I dribble then shoot?

I can dribble the ball then shoot
towards goal when the
opportunity arises
Knowledge I know I need to wait for the right
opportunity to shoot

Can I shield the ball?

I can use my body to shield the
ball away from an opponent

How do you perform to an
audience?
I can perform to an audience
effectively using sign language.

I know how to stand correctly and
use my body to make an effective
performance.
How can I use different body
parts to control the ball from the
air?
I can use my foot, knee and chest
to control the ball from the air

I can write sentences in the 3rd
person (he and she)
I can add detail to a description
of
someone’s clothes with a colour
adjective.
I can make the adjective and
noun ‘agree.’
write phrases from memory, and
adapt
these to create new sentences,
to express
ideas clearly in the context of
describing
clothing and costumes.
I can write a range of sentences
to
describe other people.

I can ask how someone is feeling
I can recognise masculine and
feminine adjectives
I can listen to and repeat a word
carefully
I can say how I am feelingusing an
emotion word
To understand key features and
patterns of
French;
To develop accurate pronunciation
and
intonation so that others
understand when
they are reading aloud or using
familiar words
and phrases in the context of
talking about
emotions.
I can alter an adjective to match
gender.
I can pronounce the difference
between two
versions of the same adjective.
il porte [he’s wearing], elle porte heureux/heureuse [happy], désolé
[she’swearing], Qu’est-ce qu’
(e) [sorry],énervé(e) [annoyed],
il/elle porte ? [What’she/she
fatigué(e) [tired], fierfière [proud],
wearing?]. colour adjectives,
surpris(e) [surprised], fâché(e)/
clothing nouns
[angry], content(e) [pleased], triste
[sad],je suis [I am], tu es [you are informal],Comment te sens-tu
aujourd’hui ? [How are you feeling
today?]

I can follow a simple story.
I can join in with repeated
phrases.
I can recognise known words
and use them to help
with new language.
I can ask and answer
questions about health
. To appreciate stories,
songs, poems and
rhymes in the language in
the context
of a visit to the doctor.
I can follow a simple story,
using
known language to help me
understand
unfamiliar parts.

Present ideas and information
orally to
a range of audiences in the context
of
revising what they have learned in
French
so far.
I can demonstrate my skills and
knowledge in a variety of ways.

I can use ‘je serai’ to refer to my
future.
I can show how French future
tense is different to English.
I can use the speaker’s body
language to help me
understand what they are
saying.
I can listen and respond
appropriately to what is said.
Listen attentively to spoken
language
and show understanding by
joining in and
responding; in the context of
talking about
what they want to do when they
grow up.
I can use simple futire tense

French alphabet.
I can ask for spellings of
unfamiliar words.
I can give a spelling correctly,
using the French
alphabet pronunciation.
Develop accurate pronunciation
and
intonation so that others
understand when
they are reading aloud or using
familiar
words and phrases; in the
context of
investigating typical French
names.
I can use appropriate
pronunciation to help
others understand me better.

I can recognise that some
adjectives are different
depending on gender.
I can choose a masculine or
feminine adjective to match
the subject.
I can find suitable vocabulary in a
bilingual dictionary.
I can make a new sentence by
substituting specific words.
I can describe emotions.
I can select the appropriate form of
a word for
the context.
I can use a dictionary to develop
my sentences.

I can say what is ‘going to’ happen.
I can show how the near future tense is
made
of aller plus infinitive.
I can use a range of strategies to help
me follow
a text.
I can make predictions about a story.
I can use the near future tense
I can follow a simple story

J’ai mal [I’ve got a pain],
avoir mal au coeur [to
feel sick], médecin (m)
[doctor], médicament (m)
[medicine], malade [ill], Qu’
est-ce qui ne va pas ?
[What’s the matter?], au /à
la /à l’ / aux… [in the…]

I can recall a range of vocabulary
topics from my previous learning.

Médecin (m/f) [Doctor],
Dentiste (m/f) [Dentist],
Coureur/
Coureuse automobile [Racing
driver], Aviateur/Aviatrice
[Pilot], Soldat [Soldier], Coiffeur/
Coiffeuse [Hairdresser],
Moniteur/Monitrice de ski [Ski
instructor], Professeur/
Professeure [Teacher], Fermier/
Fermière [Farmer],
Artiste (m/f) [Artist], Pompier
(m/f) [Fire fighter], Futur
simple [Simple future tense],
Verbe (m) [Verb].

Accent (m) [Accent], Aigu ´
[Acute], Grave `
[Grave], Circonflexe ^
[Circumflex], Tréma ¨
[Dieresis or umlaut], Cédille¸
[Cedilla], Lettre (f)
[Letter], Prénom (m) [First
name], Écrit [Written],
Épeler [To spell], Majuscule
[Capital], Minuscule
[Lower case].

Énervé(e) [Annoyed],
Heureux/euse [Happy], Fatigué(e)
[Tired], Fier/Fière [Proud],
Impatient(e) [Excited/Hyper],
Anxieux/Euse [Worried/Nervous],
Étonné(e) [Shocked],
Content(e) [Pleased], Fâché(e)
[Angry/cross], Triste
[Sad], Gêné(e) [Embarrassed],
Effrayé(e) [Scared],
Adjectif (m) [Adjective], Comment
ça va ? [How are
you?], Je suis... [I feel...]

I can say what is ‘going to’ happen.
Apply vocabulary from prior learning
I can show how the near future tense is
made
of aller plus infinitive.
I can use a range of strategies to help
me follow
a text.
I can make predictions about a story.
I can use the near future tense

How do you perform to an
audience?
I can perform to an audience
effectively using sign language.

How can you tell a story
through Lyrics?
I can compose lyrics to a
given topic and melody

How do you give feedback to a
performance?
I can reflect on my composition
using some specific terminology

What is an ensemble?

What is form?

What does Rondo mean?

What are rhythms?

I can perform as an ensemble
using body percussion.

I can identify the different
sections.

I can identify the different sections. I can compose using simple notation.

How can you tell a story through
Lyrics?
I can compose lyrics to a given topic
and melody

I know how to stand correctly
I know how to structure lyrics
and use my body to make an
effective performance.
Can I take an effective throw in / Can I shoot under pressure?
corner?

I know how to structure
lyrics

I know how to use Music
terminology to give feedback.

I know how to perform with
others.

I know how describe simple
forms ternary and binary.

I know how describe simple forms
rondo.

I know how to read simple notation to
identify rhythms.

How do I play center
midfield?

Can I dribble using open / reverse
stick under pressure?

Can I hit the ball safely?

How do I defend?

What is a short corner?

How do I score a goal?

I can take a throw in and a corner I can shoot when a defender is
kick
closing me down / attempting to
tackle me
I know I need to get my shot away
before the defender tackles me

I can attack and defend

I can recall key vocabulary and apply it to my
writing.
I can change a sentence to suit what I want
to say.
I can select from a vocabulary bank for a
particular theme.
I can choose nouns, verbs or adjectives.
I can remeber appropriate labguage to
express my ideas
I can select key words for descriptions

What are rhythms?

How could we use mnemonics to create our own
How
Rondo
couldcomposition?
we use mnemonics to create our own
How
Rondo
couldcomposition?
you further develop the piece of Music you've been practising?

I can compose using simple notation.

I can develop my feedback through practice and
I can
feedback
develop
+ Imy
canfeedback
performthrough
simple rhythmic
practice and
patterns
I can
feedback
develop
from+notation.
Imy
canfeedback
performthrough
simple rhythmic
practice and
patterns
feedback.
from notation.

I know how to read simple notation to identifyIrhythms.
know how to apply the Rondo form to create Imy
know
ownhow
composition.
to apply the
- WRITTEN
Rondo form
COMPOSITION
to create Imy
know
+ own
PRACTICAL
how
composition.
to reflect on
- WRITTEN
what others
COMPOSITION
say about my
+ PRACTICAL
performance and use the feedback to aid my Musical development.

Can I play 7 v 7 (full format)?

I know why shielding is important I know I need to make a decision I know the correct technique for
(keeps possession and could draw which body part to use depending taking a throw in and the
a foul)
on the trajectory of the ball
optimum way to take a corner

I can alternate between open and
reverse stick whilst being closed
down
I know the center midfielder I know how to move when under
contributes towards both
pressure
attack and defence

I can hit the ball over a distance I can decide whether to tackle / I can attack and defend a short
close down
corner

I can score a goal in the correct area (D)

I know how to hit a ball (passing I know when to tackle
and shooting)

I know I cannot score unless I'm in the
correct part of the pitch

Can I score a try in a game situation?

I can participate in a full format game of hockey
I can score a try during a small sided drill
I know what a short corner is and
how to attack / defend one

Can I pass and avoid being tagged?

Can I tackle during a game?

I can dodge and evade a defender

I can tackle an opponent with the ball during a game situation

I know the rules of hockey and how to play 7 vI7know how to score a try during a game of rugby
I know I need to move quickly to avoid being tagged
I know after I've tackled to place the tag on the floor

Summer Term

Week 1
What was the unveiling and
boarding of the Titanic like?

Question

Skills

History

Science

Geography

I can make assumptions and ask
questions about historical periods
based on evidence.
LINK TO
READING 2B retrieval 2D inference

Knowledge

Activity
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question

Brief discussion as intro about what
children already know/may have
heard about the Titanic. Retrieval
and inference linked lesson. Show
chn clip from Titanic film the
unveiling/boarding of ship.https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOHOUk7m8g (from 10SECS) Chn
make notes of things they notice
on large sheets. Share questions to
be answered. What time period
was this set? EVIDENCE. What is
the atmosphere like and why? Who
are the passangers and what can
you tell about them/different
kinds? Where is the Titanic
boarding? Where is it going? etc

Week 2
When where, how and why was
the Titanic built?

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

PSHE Y5

I can understand how people can
be spiritual in their worship.

I can understand how people can
be spiritual in their worship.

I can understand and explain how
and why Muslims pray

I know that prayer is a key part of
worship; it builds a relationship
between the person and God.

I can explain how people do an
act of worship for God; Islam give
in charity, be good to your
neighbour (I & C) and so on. For
non religious groups an act of
‘kindness’ may be similar to an
act of ‘worship’.
See PPT and 'my prayer' activity in
lesson 2resource folder

I know why people of faith pray.
I know the ways in which Muslims
(5 daily prayers-pillars of islam).
I can name the different fasting
festivals such as Ramadan
See PPT and pillars of islam
resources (lesson 4)

I can understand and explain how
and why Jews pray
I know why people of faith pray.
Jews (3 times a day,
book-siddur) worship/pray.
I can name the different fasting
festivals such as Ramadan and
Yom Kippur.

I can explain why Muslims and
Jews observe fasting.
I know for religious people that
fasting purifies the soul and
brings people closer to God.
See PPT judaism lesson 5 resources See PPT and lesson 6 fasting
resources

I can investigate the meaning of
prayer in these communities,
considering questions about who
prays.

I can explain what it means to pray
address a prayer to God or another
deity.
I know I can pray (silent
whisper) if I need to and can
demonstrate this in any way I
wish to.
Children consider the different
places of worship there are within
the local area (use chrome
books/google/google maps to
make a list) In small groups select a
specific place of worship that has a
website. Create a poster showing
how these places of worship reach
out to the community (food banks,
homeless shelters etc, open
worship, education links)

Relationships
I know and show what makes a
good relationship.

I understand that everyone is
unique and special.

Activity
Question

Skills

I know how to make friends.

I try to solve friendship problems
when they occur.

I show respect in how I treat
I help others to feel part of a group. others.

Knowledge
Question

I have an accurate picture of who I
am as a person in terms of my
characteristics and personal
qualities. I know how to keep
building my own self-esteem.
Relationships (Y6)

I understand that belonging to an
online community can have
positive and negative
consequences. I can recognise
when an online community feels
unsafe or uncomfortable.
Relationships (Y6)

I understand there are rights and
responsibilities in an online
community or social network. I can
recognise when an online
community is unhelpful or
unhelpful to me.
Relationships (Y6)

Skills

I know how to make friends.

I try to solve friendship problems
when they occur.

I show respect in how I treat
I help others to feel part of a group. others.

I can explain how to stay safe when
using technology to communicate
I can recognise when I am spending with my friends. I can recognise
too much time using devices
and resist pressures to use
(screen time). I can identify things I technology in ways that may be
can do to reduce scrren time, so
risky and may cause harm to myself
my health isnt affected.
or others.
Relationships (Y6)
Relationships (Y6)
I know how to help myself and
I know and show what makes a
others when I/they feel upset or
good relationship.
hurt.

I know that it is important to take
care of my mental health. I
understand that people can get
problems with their mental health
and that it is nothing to be
ashamed of.

I know how to take care of my
mental health. I can help myself
and others when worried
about a mental health problem.

I understand that there are
different stages of grief and that
there are different types of loss
that cause people to grieve. I can
recognise when I am feeling those
emotions and have strategies to
manage them.

I can judge whether something
online is safe and helpful for me. I
can resist pressure to do something
online that might hurt myself or
others.

Question

Skills

Who is Ken Marschall? What links How does his work make us feel?
does he have to the Titanic? What
impact has his work had on the art
world?

Relationships

Relationships

I know there are rights and
responsibilities when playing a
game online. I can recongise when
an online game is becoming
unhelpful or unsafe.
Relationships (Y6)

I can recognise when people are
trying to gain power or control. I
can demonstrate ways I could
stand up for myself and my friends
in situations where others are
trying to gain power or control.

Relationships
I know how to help myself and
others when I/they feel upset or
hurt.

I can investigate the meaning of
prayer in these communities,
considering questions about who
prays.

I can communicate ideas to
support/not support my
arguments of belief and God.
Islamic aid, Yadezra, IF charity,
Christian aid - share that these are
charities linked to religion and
prayer designed to support/help
the community. In small groups
children research and present the
work they do and why it is
important/shows how through the
work of the charity 'god' is
answering their prayers (for
support) https://www.
christianaid.org.uk/ , https://www.
ifcharity.org.uk/, https://www.
islamicaid.com/ , https://www.
yadezra.org/
Changing Me

Word worship on IWB. Ask chn to
discuss what they think this
means/what does it mean to them
etc? Find and write dictionary
definition of worship and their own
interpretation of the word. See
lesson 1 PPT and x3 prayer
examples from Christianity, Seek
and Hiduism
Relationships
Relationships

PSHE Y6
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Computing 1 Knowledge

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

How did the passengers on the
Titanic differ?

Is it fair that 1st class passengers
What impact has the Titanic had on sea travel around the world today?
were valued more? Is it fair that
women and children were allowed
in to the life board first? Was it fair
that 3rd class passengers were
asked to get on the life boats last?
I can make assumptions and ask questions about historical periods
I can choose how to communicate comparisons from different historical
based on evidence.
periods

I know some of the experiences 1st class passangers had aboard the
Titanic. I know some of the experiences 3rd class passengers had.

Rules and regulations changed - offical international ice patrol, numbers
of life boats, radio control, Radio Act 1927

Titanic day - all aboard the Titanic,
children are allocated a
passenger/scenario to dress up and
maintain all day. Chn board Titanic
and experience this. Eg food
tasting, drama/acting out of the
ship sinking/how passengers were
treated differently. LITERACY LINK through out the day make
notes/comment on experiences to
review their TITANIC journey in
piece of writing in following topic
lessons or as part of literacy?

Who has been on a large ship/cruise nowadays? What are the
similarities/differences? How do are you kept safe? What is the
emergency protocol. Discuss and share key knowledge
needed.
Chn work in groups to use the original Titanic layout diagram used in
lesson 2 to add the new safety features included and new/more modern
luxury features where needed. Then produce a TV advert (write lines,
film scenes etc on ipads) for the new improved Titanic. LINK to Literacy
persuasive language to be used. Success criteria provided to ensure chn
mention/use certain features linking to safety, luxury and persuassion.

Drama debate with some pupils
still in character from their Titanic
day role. Discussion as a class compare with open view on
equality and gender today. Chn
produce an argument piece of
writing on how the passengers
were treated with specific
reference to the sinking/deaths etc

How do people worship?

Knowledge

RE

Week 7

Where was the Titanic travelling to Why/how did the Titanic sink and could it have been prevented?
and why? What was life like in US
(New York) at the time?
(Comparisons between the two
and why people would want to
travel)
Y5 - I can use a range of historical sources and evidence to gain a more accurate understanding of history
Y5 -I can place historical events (using dates) in chronological order on a
Y6- I can select and use the most appropriate source of evidence to gather information
timeline in relation to prior events that we have studied
Y6 - I can place historical events (using dates) in chronological order on a
timeline making links to events we have studied
I know that The Titanic was built in I know that King Edward VII was the Monarch at the time of the Titanic I know that the Titanic was on her I know the key events leading up to the Titanic sinking. I know that Mr
Belfast between 1908 and 1912. I being built. I know that Edward VII is the only Monarch to abdicate from maiden voyage (first journey) a
Andrews, Bruce Ismay (managing director of the White Star Line)and
know that it was the Harland &
the thrown and he did so in 1910. I know that George V took over (links return trip from Britain to America. Edward John Smith (Captain) gave the orders on the ship. I know how
Wolff shipyard that built the Titanic to WW2 Monarch at the time) in 1910 and was the monarch at the time I know that the outward route was many people died and survived.
comissioned as part of the White
of the Titanic sinking. I know that the UK was ran by a Liberal
to be Southampton, England –
Star Line ships. I know that
government - Asquith 1905-1915. I know that women got the vote in
Cherbourg, France – Queenstown,
Harland & Wollf shipyard was
1918.
Ireland – New York, USA. I know
founded during the Victorian era
that by 1900, New York was the
(link to previous knowledge). I
richest and most populous state. I
know that the Titanic was designed
know that many people were
to be (and still is) the world's
travelling to New York to follow the
largest passenger vessel ever built
'American Dream'.
(with 10 decks). I know the layout
of the Titanic ship, and how it was
built to create the highest
standards of passenger luxury.
Complete mini fact file of key
Chn working in groups chn to produce a 3 minute presentation to
Complete comparisons between
Complete the timeline/plotting of Watch section from The Titanic film
information/answering questions feedback to class on aspects of the above questions = Who was Edward America and UK at the time in
key events of the Titanic with
with build up to hitting Iceberg and
during group discussion THEN VII and why did he abdicate from the Throne? Who was George V and
1900's document themes - wealth, discussion around significiant
reactions of the crew. Discussion
Look at layout of the Titanic/cross what was he like as a leader? Which political party were in government population, laws, employment etc moments/decisions made. Look at what could have been done
section document. Discuss/predict at the time? What were their main policies? What was the class system IPADS/CHROME BOOKS and other the PPT re crew/specific people on differently? Tables discuss/debate
in groups what each section of the in the UK at the time? What was life like for women and how did this
documents/newspaper articles etc board and how they played their
about how this could have been
10 decks would be built for and
differ to men?
pre researched info as support
part.
avoided/who was to
why. Reveal and label correct to
blame? COMPLETE THE
stick in individual books.
WHO/WHAT WAS TO BLAME CUT
OUT ACTIVITY. EXTENSION/Y6
challenge write a group short
paragraph/reflection answering the
question, "Could the sinking of the
Titanic been avoided?"

I can understand and explain how
and why Muslims and Jews pray

Skills

Week 6

What was life in the UK like at the time of The Titanic? Key lines of
enquiry - Who was the Monarch at the time (1908 - 1912)

I can use technology positively and
safely to communicate with my
friends and family. I can take
responsibility for my own safety
and well-being.

I can consider why some people
I can consider why some people
believe God answers their prayers. believe God answers their prayers.
I can consider the values expressed
in prayers for myself, connecting
ideas from different religions.

I can give examples of people
of faith praying to God and
their prayers are answered.
(refer to some religious stories)

I can compose prayers making
references from different
faiths.
Lesson continued from previous
weeks - presenting religious
charities presentations

I know the impact of prayer
has on individuals of faith/no
faith.
See my beliefs PPT and activity

Changing Me

Changing Me

Changing Me

Changing Me

Changing Me

I understand and respect the
changes that I see in myself.

I understand and resepct the
changes that I see in other people.
I understand that sexual
intercourse can lead to conception
and that is how babies are usually
I can describe how boys' and girls' made. I also understand that
bodies change during puberty. I can sometimes people need IVF to help
express how I feel about the
them have a baby. I appreciate how
changes that will happen to me
amazing it is that human bodies
during puberty.
can reproduce in these ways.
Changing Me (Y6)
Changing Me (Y6)

I know who to ask for help if I am
worried about change.

I am looking forward to change.

I am aware if my own self-image
and how my body fits into that. I
know how to develop my own self
esteem.
Changing Me (Y6)

I can express how I feel when
change happens.
I can explain how a girl's body
changes during puberty and
understand the importance of
looking after yourself physically
and emotionally. I can express that
puberty is natural process that
happens to everybody and that it
will be okay for me.
Changing Me (Y6)

I can identify what I am looking
forward to about becoming a
teenager and understand this
brings growing responsibilities (age
of consent). I am confident that I
can cope with the changes that
growing up will bring.
Changing Me (Y6)

I can identify what I am looking
forward to when I move to my
next class. I can start to think
about changes I will make next
year and know how to go about
this.
Changing Me (Y6)

I understand that everyone is
unique and special.

I can express how I feel when
change happens.

I understand and respect the
changes that I see in myself.

I understand and resepct the
changes that I see in other people.
I understand how being physically
attracted to someone changes the
nature of the relationship and what
I can explain how girls’ and boys’
that might mean about having a
bodies change during puberty and I can describe how a baby develops girlfriend/boyfriend. I understand
understand the importance of
from conception through the nine that respect for one another is
looking after yourself physically
months of pregnancy, and how it is essential in a boyfriend/girlfriend
and emotionally. I can express how born. I can recognise how I feel
relationship, and that I should not
I feel about the changes that will
when I reflect on the development feel pressured into doing
happen to me during puberty.
and birth of a baby.
something I don’t want to.

I know who to ask for help if I am
worried about change.

I am looking forward to change.

I am aware of the importance of a
positive self-esteem and what I can
do to develop it. I can express how
I feel about my self-image and
know how to challenge negative
‘body-talk’.

I can identify what I am looking
forward to and what worries me
about the transition to secondary
school /or moving to my next
class. I know how to prepare
myself emotionally for the
changes next year.

What type of tools do we need to show life-like qualities?

Is it fair that Ken Marschall has
profited from the Tragedy of the
Titanic?

REVISITING QUESTION AS PART OF
GALLERY - How does this work
make us feel?

Show life-like qualities and real-life proportions or if more abstract
provoke different interpretations. Use tools to carve and add shapes,
texture and pattern. Combine visual and tactile qualities. Use
frameworks such as wire or moulds to provide stability and form.

I can evaluate and analyse creative works using the
language of art, craft and design

I am aware of my own self-image
and how my body image fits into
that. I know how to develop my
own self esteem.

What type of materials, skills and
techniques did Ken Marschall use
and what impact did these have?

What pencil techniques are required to create a realistic image?

Lightly sketch before painting to
cobine line and colour. Create a
colour pallette based upon colours
observed in the natural or built
world according to topic. Use the
qualities of watercolour and acrylic
paints to create visually interesting
pieces. Combine colours, tones and
tints to create mood. Use brush
techniques and paint consistency
to create texture. Start to develop
a personal style. OIL AND ACRYLIC
PAINTS

Use a range of drawing materials to add interesting effects such as
Build up layers of colours. Create an accurate pattern, showing fine
reflections, direction of sunlight, shadows. Use a choice of techniques to detail. Use a range of visual elements to reflect the purpose of the work.
depict movement and persepective. Choose a style of drawing suitable
for the work e.g. realistic/ impressionistic. Use lines to represent
movement.

How do we use paint to create a realistic image?

Lesson from previous week
continued

Knowledge
Activity

Art

Design

MFL

MUSIC

PE

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge

Ken's painting style is almost a lack
of style - historical ʺportraitsʺ so
intricate and refined, so
breathtaking in lighting and drama,
that they are sometimes mistaken
for photographs. He is an
American, self-taught, artist most
famous for depiecting the Titanic
using paint.
Chn sort selection of images into
weather they are paintings or
digitally generated
photographs THEN reveal they are
all paintings by artist Ken Marschall
and discuss this. Complete 10min
text lesson on short bio/research
about Ken to develop knowledge of
artist particularly links to creating
the 1997 Titanic film set

Looking again at a range of Ken's
Titanic pictures - chn label
adjectives/emotions the images
evoke and their impact on the
audience through table discussion
on big sheets for topic working wall
to inspire and for chn to refer to
throughout unit. After discussion,
label what the notable features of
painting/possible materials used to
create this. Then show the
materials used description for the
picture for chn to compare/discuss
whether this was right, how this
may have been achieved. Chn
make a list of the most common
combinations of materials used in
his work. Complete the materials
combination table/document in
table groups.

Create a materials exploration
board in small groups. Provide chn
with both OIL and ACRYLIC paints
most commonly used plus wood,
paper, stretched canvas material,
cardboard etc using similar colours
and layering etc. Make comments
on techniques/impact answering
key art/material questions.

I know how to use pencil to create realisitic outlines. I know how to use
pencil to create realistic effects.

I know how to build up colours ans shades of paint to develop and show I know which brushes or tools to use to create smaller/more life-like
detail.
details. I know how to use texture and pattern to create real-life
proportions and properties.

Discussion about laying out the
outlines and details wanted to
achieve within images first using
pencil and sketching. Do some
practise/shading and pencil
grip/technique (like Art CPD session
rang by KW). Split chn into 5
groups. Titanic day, Titanic night,
Titanic interior, Titanic sinking,
Titanic wreckage. Chn sketch and
play around with drawing their
own version of the assigned image.

LESSON ON USING PAINT TO SHOW
PROPORTION/PERSPECTIVE AND
LIGHT LOOKING CLOSELY AT KEN'S
WORK FOR REFERENCE

Building on skill from last week.
Using tracing to maintain
accuracy - create a basic layout of
painting/image

SELECT BEST PAINT FOR THEIR
Continue painting adding
PIECE BASED ON WHAT THE ARTIST details/using correct size
USED. Chn begin the based layers brushes/colour etc
of paint on larger sections (not
small details) of painting.

complete finishing touches to
image considering how to portray
the finest of detail - remembering
Ken Marschall's work was often
mistake for photography

BEGINNING OF LESSON - self and
peer assement of work & edits
made if time needed.
DISCUSSION/DEBATE QUESTION
WITH FOR AND AGAINST DEBATERS

Chn write small paragraph
description of their worl - what it is
depiecting, what inspired them,
materials, skils and techniques
used. Final unvieiling of art work in
a Titanic exhibition - parents
invited.

